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Music by The SoapGirls
“Fade To Black”

French born and based out of South Africa, The SoapGirls deliver a
message of hope and fearlessness through their music. The sister
duo Millie and Mie got their band name when they were young doing
street performances to sell handmade soap in order to raise funds
for public hospitals and the homeless in South Africa. The duo
secured a record deal in their early teens…and it was one like most
bands’ first contracts…it turned out to be a bad one. They have since
released three albums with a fourth album due out in 2021.
I had the opportunity to interview Millie and Mie for this very special
anniversary edition of ION Indie Magazine. The sisters spoke openly
with me about their musical journey in this feature interview.

Tim Board: You started out as street
performers at a young age in the streets of
South Africa. What type of performance
where you doing?
The SoapGirls: It was a weird mix of
entertainment -- from songs to comedy skits.
It was very quirky.
TB: How did those early performances
shape your performances today?
SG: Street performing forced us to grow a
thick skin…taught us to keep focused,
grounded, and the importance of interaction.
We discovered our quirky sense of humor and
the impact you can have on the lives of
others.
TB: Who are your influences musically?
SG: We both have very diverse music tastes,
although
grunge
is
our
middle
ground…Fleetwood Mac, Tracy Chapman,
Smashing Pumpkins, Marcy Playground,
Alice in Chains, Nirvana, Veruca Salt, L7,
Blondie, Billy Idol, The Butthole Surfers,
Heart, Tina Turner…there are so many. We
would be here all day naming them all.
TB: How would you describe your music?
SG: Our sound is very diverse but it’s
predominantly rock with grunge, pop, metal,
and punk undertones.

TB: Who does most of the writing?
SG: We both share writing equally.
TB: What message do you try to
communicate to your listeners through
your music?

SG: Every song is influenced differently by each
experience we live through, but our overall
message will always be and is always one of hope,
fearlessness when standing up, and using your
voice for something, whether standing up for
yourself or for those more vulnerable. We will
always try to inspire others to believe in
themselves and question the powers that be and to
challenge the systems and censorship keeping us
enslaved.
TB: When did you sign your first record deal?
Do you recall your thoughts at that time?
SG: We were 14 and 15 at the time. It was a dream
come true initially. We thought it was everything we
wanted. We very wrong, we soon found out, and it
was hell and one of the worst times of our lives.
TB: Having the bad experience with your first
record deal, what advice would you give
someone just starting out?
SG: Believe in yourself and don't wait and live in
hope of other people making your dreams happen
for you. It's a long and often times lonely road. So,
you need to always be grounded! If you are serious
about a career in music you need to be very
adaptable and never live in anticipation when it
comes to your sound. You must like what you are
doing. Never wait to see how anybody else thinks
of your sound. So many people start out with their
main goal to be signed and it’s the very last thing
you should be thinking about. Always surround
yourself with good people and listen to yourself!
TB: You have released three albums to date:
‘Calls for Rebellion,’ released 2015, ‘Society’s
Rejects,’ released 2017, ‘Elephant In The
Room,’ released 2019, and there’s a fourth one
on the way. How do you think you have
developed as writers and musicians over the
four albums?
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SG: Our sound is constantly evolving. We never
worry about or consider genres in our
exploration of sound and so each album is
something unique from the last. Our albums
have gotten more in depth over time and our
message of freedom is always present.

SG: No, we are our authentic selves, Mille gives
her more aggressive side on the stage, but what
you see is what you get!
TB: You do several live video streams a
week. Is that in response to not being able to
play live shows due to COVID?

TB: What is your live show like?
SG: Our live shows are crazy and surreal. Some
people attend the show with a certain mindset
and leave the show with a much more openminded view on life. Our shows are a space of
absolute freedom and liberation with no
judgement -- the music, the people, it’s an
explosive exchange of energy! Anything and
everything can happen at one of our shows.
Expect the unexpected!
TB: What was your most embarrassing
moment on stage?
SG: We’ve had so many embarrassing moments
that we just roll with it now. One that sticks out
was in Italy. I (Mie) was wearing a white bodysuit
and halfway through the set I felt this warm liquid
running down my thighs. And I had just gotten
my period…which is hard to hide when wearing
white. I carried on playing, and after the show,
people came up to me saying, ‘Oh, my God!
That was so artistic! How did you get the timing
of the fake blood right?’ And they we’re taking
the blood with their fingers and using it as war
paint on their faces. I was pretty mortified but
went along with the pretense of it being fake
blood.

My (Mille) most embarrassing moment was in
Germany when my bass input broke and the
support band was kind enough to let me use
their bass -- which turned out to be a tiny, short
scale bass. The straps were bolted and weren’t
adjustable. So, I was playing this tiny bass at my
knees, bringing my usual level of aggression
and attitude with this ridiculous setup. It was
ridiculous.
TB: Do you have a different persona on stage
than off stage?

SG: Definitely. Since 2015 we’ve spent 8
months a year on tour. So, for us with the
lockdown and whole situation, we had to make
a plan and try and make it work for us.
Especially in these crazy times you have to be
innovative in finding ways to still be able to
connect with your fans, and we are so grateful
to be able to…our fans are the best! It’s how we
survive and are to record and plan for a tour.
TB: How much preparation is involved for
your live stream shows?
SG: It’s a huge never-ending amount of work as
we hand paint the scenery and build up a set for
each themed show. Our only day off is Sunday.
TB: You have a new album coming out. What
can you tell us about the album?
SG: We are so excited to release it! It’s unlike
any album we’ve released before. It’s very
experimental, a lot of darkness balanced with
attitude and vulnerability.
TB: Can you tell us what the title will be and
the release date?
SG: We haven’t decided on a title yet, but we
are strongly considering using ‘In My Skin.’ As
for the release date, it will be before we head out
on tour, around August.
TB: What are some of your favorite cities to
play and why?
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SG: London is always a blast to play. The energy and the people make the shows
unforgettable, especially playing Camden Rocks Festival. Torino is also a favorite
for us as the audience goes wild and the food is great. And we love playing most
cities and small towns in Germany. Their love of live music is unequivocal!
TB: If you could change one thing in the music industry, what would it be and
why?
SG: Ensure that music and artists remain free from censorship! Because when
art/music becomes censored, we lose the freedom of creativity and the ability to
share diversity. We believe that big corporations and governments have had too
much input and control into the music industry, and this has shaped the path for
mediocrity. Music and art have always been the means of sharing messages and
the universal language of freedom and it’s becoming increasingly difficult for
musicians/artists to create self-expressed works/songs without fear of being
silenced/sidelined.
TB: Any upcoming tour plans for the new album?
SG: We have booked a tour starting in Europe later this year and we are hoping to
tour America as well as Japan!
TB: Besides the new album, what else is on the horizon for The SoapGirls?
SG: There’s talk of a reality tv show -- which would be hilarious -- new music videos,
and we’re going to make more music and will be releasing more singles.
***
The SoapGirls live stream several times a week and the live streams are very
interesting, to say the least. The sisters may be provocative, controversial, even
edgy with their shows, but there is no denying that their music strikes a chord with
their fans around the world. The new album should be a treat for the duo’s fans and
hopefully the wait for the release won’t be much longer.

Visit The SoapGirls at the following links:
www.thesoapgirls.band
https://twitter.com/the_soapgirls
https://www.facebook.com/thesoapgirls
https://www.instagram.com/thesoapgirls
https://www.youtube.com/user/TheSoapGirlsOfficial

